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A new model for in-service and preservice teacher
training programs. has been-developed. The Skill Development in
Teaching ('SKIT) was suggested by recent research combining two
teacher training techniques developed in the past decade, Interaction
Analysis and Microteaching. Some educators who have worked with both
Interaction Analysis and Microteaching have felt that they are
compatible and even complementary. The proposed SKIT model is an
attempt at combining significant aspects of the two techniques in -a
`-model for maximally effective skill training programs. Skill
sessions, which emphasiie various teaching behaviors to be practiced,
are an integral part of the SKIT program: Orientation Practice helps
teachers learn how to prepare their students for subsequent activity;
acceptance of student feeling as well as student ideas is another
skill that is taught; also, through skill sessions, teachers are
taught question skills which involve answering cognitive, covergent,
divergent, and evaluative questions. .(Author/JB)
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A new model for in-service and pre-service teacher training prograthr
has been developed at Temple University.

The Skill Development in Teaching

(SKIT) model was suggested by recent research combining two teacher-training
techniques developed in the past decade, Interaction Analysis and Microteaching.

Some educators who have worked with both interaction Analysis and
/,

Microteaching ljavefelt that they are compatible,.and even complementary.
The proposed Skill Development model is an attempt alts combining significant
aspects of the two techniques in a model for maximally effective skill
training, programs.

A- early as 1960 (Flanders, 1963), InterlactiOn Analysis was used as a

device for giving in-service teachers feedback on the patterns of studentteacher interaction typical to their classes.

In Interaction Analysis,

trained observer collects data on student-teacher interaction!sequences and
records these data in tabular form.

A summary matrix may then be compiled

from the data for use by the teachers in analysis of their bun classroom,
behavior.

Since 1961, a number of projects have successfully utilized

*This paper was delivered at the American Educational Research Association..
convention, February 1968, in Chibago, Illinois.

**The authors are indebted to Robin Nelson for her help in the preparation
of this paper.

_Interaction Analysis as a method o2 sensitizing pre - service teachers to their
oun teaching styles (Amidon and others, 1967).
More recently, the technique of Microteaching has been employed in
pre-service teacher education as a method for developing specific classroom
teaching skills.

In Microteaching, the complexity of the teaching task and

the size and duration of the class are drastically limited to facilitate
focusing on the accomplishment of the stated objective of the microlesson,
and a variety of feedback devices are employed in its evaluation.

One of the first attempts to use Interaction Analysis and Microteaching
combined was in 1961 in a Laboratory on Teacher Role Behavior at Temple
University.

The purpose of this Laboratory was to train teachers in the

use of Interaction Analysis as an o'iservational tool for use in obtaining

feedback on-their own classroom interaction patterns and to encourage the
teachers to use Interaction Analysis in developing and practicing desired
teaching behaviors.

The procedure for each microlesson included (1) the

development of an ideal "teaching style plan."

In other respects analogous

to a typical lesson plan, the teaching style plan was for a smaller lesson,
and it included a statement of the interaction analysis categories the,
teacher would primarily use,for the particular lesson.

(2)

The teacher

taught a five- to ten-minute lesson,- using a small group of her peers as a
class.

(3)

The trained Interaction Analysis observer recorded the student-

teacher f.nteraction patterns in the lesson.

'(4)

At the end of the lesson,

the teacher was given the data collected by the observer as well as comments
from the teachers who had acted as her class.

In these early attempts

there was no effort made to have the teacher repeat the same teaching pattern
until-she 17,as successful,

The aim was rather a demonstration of how teachers
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might practice prOducing a particular teaching style or a desired set of

r

teaching behaviors.

The project on student teaching (Amidon and others, 1967) also made use
of the exercise just described for all the student teachers involved in an
experimental group.

In this exercise, student teachers were asked to teach

five-minute lessons utilizing teaching behaviors that are thought to be
effective 'Jet are rarely f.uud in typical classroom situations.

Specifically,

they were asked to practice (1) asking broad or divergent questions,
(2) making extended praise statements which included public criteria for the

praise, and (3) making extended statements accepting student ideas.
Perhaps the most recent and sophisticated efforts in com5ining Inter,

.

action Analysis and Microteaching have been (1) the Intern Teaching Program
at Temple University using the approach developed by Rosenshine and Furst
and (2) the In-Service Program which has been used by Minnis at the
University of California at Davis.

Rosenshine and Furst developed what might

be described as a complete ,meshing o2 the two techniques of Microteaching

and Interaction Analysis.

Working with teaching interns at Temple

University, thelr program included the following procedural elements:'
(1)

A specilic statement of teaching skills defined in terms of Interaction

Analysis categories which the teacher would try to produce in a microlesson.
(2)

A scaled-down classroom situation with very restricted' teaching objec-

tives for a lesson approximately five minutes in length.' (:)
class ,f approximately six to ten students.
the teacher via. videotape playback.

(f)

(4)

A small

Immediate feedback to

Feedback of Interaction Analysis

data indicating the extent to which the teacher was able to produce the
desired behavioral categories:

(5)

:Feedback from students in the class

about their perceptions of the teacher.
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(7)

Repetition or the whole process

until the teacher had accomplished the desired specific teaching objective
and produced the behaviors he was attempting to produce.

Background Research
Before attempting to descri'de the proposed skill training model in

detail, it seems appropriate to review briefly some of the research which

has been done in Microteaching and in skill training using Interaction
Analysis.

That-research mi(3ht be divided into three types:

prediction

studies, training studies, and e:Terimental studies.
Prediction Studies.'

Prediction 'studies attempt to determine whether

the ratings or ".,ehaviors observed in a microteaching situation correlate with

the ratings or behaviors observed when the teacher is in the classroom.
For a number of years, pre-service intern teachers in the Stanford

Summer icro-Teaching Clinic were ranked according to the ratings which
pupils gave the teachers' lessons.

During the regular teachin, year, the

interns also received ratings on their teaching from their supervisors.
D-ight Allen (personal communication) reports that those teachers whose
Microteaching was ranked lowest received lower reports on their res,Ailar
teachixIg than teachers who received the highest ratings in Microteaching.

Similarly, pre-instructional Microteaching ratings were used to rank
teachers who were considered fof employment at a suburban school' district
near Stanford.

Teachers taught a Microteaching lesson, but their ratings

on these' lessons were not reported to the Joard makin:-, the choice of
teachers.

A.: the end of the year, -;:he rankings were studied and compared to"

the board's hiring decisions:

All-teachers but one who were rated low in

Microteaching were also not hired by the board.

The one low-rated teacher

who was hired proved to be a prbblem teacher during the year.
informal communication.)
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(Sobol,

Hersh (1.(::5) asked instructor candidates in the Air :orce to j.ve
verbal presentations to boards consistin; of sir,: supervisors and instructors

and wound that the ratin3s 3iven in these presentations had covrelations
which were neit%er h3ih nor si.--,uCicant with student ratins o: the
instructors.

Ober (l9';) sudied the relationship between the teachinc behavior of
student teachers in a microteaching situation before they oepn student
teachin, and t'eir teaching behavior ulile student teachin:-.
were considered separately:

7:-o groups

30 student teachers who received trainin- in
_

Interaction Analysis and 30 student tecchers who received oner cypes of
trainin:,.

The Hicroteachin3 lessoh lasted

or 30 minutes, and other student

teachers role-played students.

7.Vo predic tion measures were developed from

the Hicroteaching performance:

an I/D ratio (roughly similar to the 'landcrs

I/D ratio) and a S/T ratio (ratio of all student talk to all teacher talk).
Each o.? these measures was correlated with 42 variables developed from

interaction analysis matrices and ne behavior of the trainees durin3
student teachin:,.

The I/D ratio had'a significant correlation.vith five

of the 1.2 measures for those receivin:, Interaction Analysis training, and

no correlation with any o: the predicted measures for those not reeeivin
Interaction Analysis trainin:,.

`Eve S/T ratio taken in the Microteaelin,;

situation had a significant .:orrelation with nine o: the

dependent

measures for Chose receiving Interaction Lialysis trainin,1 and with nine
o

the 42 measures for those not receivin3 Interaction Analysis training.

It is interestin3 to note ,that

or neither -:roue did the Interaction

Analysis measure taken in Mitroteachin_ correlate with the InceraCtion
Analysis measure taken during actual .zrair.inc; and neither did care SIT

ratio taken in microteachin3 correlate si.:nificantly with the S/T ratio

which was taizen during training.

.There were more si-:ni:icant correlations when four prediction variables

were used in a multiple correlation equation.
were:

score on the Dogmatism Scale developed

The :our prediction variables
)y Rokeach, score on the

teachin: Situation Reaction Test developed by nough, the I/D measure taken
from the simulated teachin

situation, and the S/T measure taken _Yom the

's..mulated teaching situation.
Amid on (,1 9i7) conducted an e:Teriment and two replications in order to

test the relationships between the trainin, oT. cooperating, teachers

(school

supervisors), certain course content, and the behavior and attitudes of
student teachers.

0-te finding, consistent across the three experiments,

Ties

that stltdent teachers tauu;ht Interaction Analysis used si,ni:icantly more

behaviors labeled "indirect" *Then they were in the classroom than student
teachers not so taw-:ht.

As part o

,:heir university instruction, the

student teachers who received trainin, in Interaction Analysis spent trio
hours a =reek in laboratori sessions in which the listened to and coded
audiotapes and practiced the relevan', "ehaviors in a role-playin_ situation.

Dunn

Trainin-

ea::. summer o

%e Sanford iacro-T&acir'

Clinic (since 19 3) data has 'Jeen collected on than c mea5u,-ed
trainint,.

-In these studies, the si ni:icance o:

were tested.

e is

ains from wee: co *reek

The-dependent variables were student ratins.

Studies in

this area (Allen and Fortune, 19A; nortune, 19'H Cooper, 19.:.; Aubertine,

192) have consistently shown that students repeive increased student ratings
during training.
E::oerimental SI:tidies.

The e:Terimental studies in ilicroteaci.ing,

conducted prima-..7ilvat Stanford, have had two objectives.

The first is

the developMent o7 specific teachin: skills which can be measured in terms

of frequency of a behavior.

The second objective has been to conduct basic

and applied research into the ef:cctiveness of various traininz procedures.
This research has not yet been brought together, so that only a :ew o

the

studies are mentioned here.

The validity of Microteachinc training as compared to no training is
fairly well established.

In the initial study by Aurtine (19,0, one

:,roup of pre-service intern teachers received Microteaching

dur0-

their first summer; while a second Lroup served as teacher aids and observers
in ret-ular summer-school classrooms.
r-4

The teaching behaviors of the two

groups in a Hicroteachin.7 situation at the end of the summer, and in their

regular classrooms at the start o: the year, were rated and compared.

In

both situations, the group receivin, icroteachin, trainin_ had si7lificantly
higher racin s.

Another series of experiments has been conducted at Stan:ord University
on traininl, variables in Microteachin..

7ive of these have been reported at

previous AERA mectinf..S.

McDonald, Allen, and Orme (19J.) studied the effect o: di::crent
training procedures upon the rein:orcin, behavior of teachers in'
classroom discussion.

Althou_h this experiment has most o: the elements

of icroteachin,,--short period o" time (20 minutes), speci7ic skill,
videotape :ced)ack-;the research did not take place in a icroteachin..,
situation.

Instead, videotape recordings o

instruction were studied.

The most e::ective

the teacher's classroom
orocedurd vas one in

which the supervisor provided the teacher with rein:orcemcnt

or desired

behaviors and alk provided the teacher with discrimination. trainin, whith
consisted o: pointing clues in the videotape to which the desired teacher
'behavior should

Attached., The next most effective protedure was one in /

-7-

which the supervisor onlr reinforced the teacher'when helemitted the criterion
response.

The least effective experimental treatment (aside from the

control) was one in which the interns rated their own responses to student
talk without receivin

supervision.
4

Allen, McDonald, and Orme (19;5) used time between trainin., sessions
as the dependent variable.

In t:.is experiment videotape recordin3s o°

olassroom teachin-, were used.

Althou3h all treatment ;coups improved in

their use o2 the criterion behavior, none of the time periods between video-

tape sessions appeared to be more e:.:ectIve than another,
A third experiment, (Orme, McDonald, and Allen, 1965) compared two

types of presentational varia:Aes:

symbolic modelirr: in which the desired

behaviors are transmitted to the learner by means of written or verbal
instructions, and perceptual modelin-, in which they are transmitted by

means o: a aimed model who portrays the des .red ',ehaviors.

The most

effective trainin; procedure was one in which the suJjects viewed a videotape playback o' their own per'ormance, plus a videotape of an e:Terienced
teacher' who modeled the criterion behavi

Durin3 both viewings, a

supervisor verbally reinforced the desired response and su,ested variations
which the intern mijit attempt in his teaching.

The second most effective

treatment was one in which the intern viewed a videotape o: his own per`ormance alone, and viewed the model videotape with the experimentor.

The

least effective treatments were those in which the interns did not see the

model tape but viewed the tape °I.' their own performance either alone or
with a superv_sor.

A fourth experiment (Allen, 3erliner, McDonald, and SoJol, 19:,7)
investi3ated the effects of variations on three types of trainin

varia',1es:

viewin, a videotape made by an experienced teacher which models the
v

.

desired ')ehavior as compared 'with
(

reach:,

a transcript o- the videotape,

S.tudyin: model videotapes or transcripts which contained only positive

instances o: the 7)ehavior as ar:ainst one which contains both positive and

ne,ative instances, and (c) tmitatin: the model lesson in tke trainin
session as a:aihst-developin:; any lesson 'or the trainin_ session.

the performance o- interns in the various trainin

PI-en

,roups was :ompared on

a trans:er tash in which all developed their own lessons,

roup$

hi hest on the criterion task were those who studied lessons which
contained only positive instances o: the desired behavior.

The other

variables did not appear to di2:er in e.:eCtiveness.

Skill Development in Teachirr; (SKIT) flodel

The proposed SKIT model Eor teacher trzinin- consists o

-ollowing

lave elements ,:eri,cd :rom research and development in Interaction Analysis
and Nicroteac'in,.
1.

S.:atement or 0,iectives.

Elements o: desired teackiL-, style are

stated in terms- o' precise ',ehavioral o'jectives which :orrespond to cate-ories
o: the Interaction Analvsis (or alternati;re) system.
2.

Skill Session.

learnin

a4jectives, to

A microlesson, characterized as havin
*..)e

limited

tau ,'.t to a small Troup in a short period o

time is the vehicle :or practice o7 a restricted pattern o' teachin
:'ehaviors.
3.

Data .3ollection.

skill session:

'our tapes o2 data are collected dia-in

the

(a) an oJserver trained in Interhction Analysis records

the teacher and pupil oehaviors in sequence;

(

)

a video or an audio tape

recordin: is made o; the-session; (c) students record their perceptions oteachin; :.ehaviors relevant to the stated objectives; and (0 the consultant
or supervisor records in:ormation which will help him focus the :eecrack sess4.oa.

'practice.

Steps 2, 3, and

are repeated until the cjectives

stated in Step 1 are satisfactorily accomplished.

Statin

0 4ectives.

ilany psycholoists interested in Pro;ra=ed

Instruction have been tryin,

to impress upon educators the importance

of statin:, o tectives in behavioral terms.

The ar--ument is that i: the

.objective is stated in such a ilay that 'lehavior indicative o2 the Objective
can be o,served direc,

then it is, possile to determine precisely ;;hen the

abjective has been accomplished an
expressed in terms o

when it has not.

Objectives mcy

student behavior or in terms o: teacher

eha%Tior.

In

the proposed SKIT model, the 2irst step in devnlopinz teachinc; shills is .to

state, in very speciac terms, the teachin
attemptin, to develop.

The method employed

behaviors that the teacher is

or achievin-, chis speciacity

is to express the shills in terms co7 Interaction Analysis cate:pries

o: teacher .)ehavior, cate)ries of other observational systems currently
available, or net; :ate:pries uhich are developed in work with the trainee.

Teachers are trained in the use o2 Interaction Analysis or another system of

ahavioral cate;ories

or evaluation o: attempts at producin

specific

desired 'ehavioral patterns.
Shill Sessions..

Teachin- skill sessions are -sessions in -,hick the

participant playinc, the role o: teacher practices spedific :lassroom behaviors
in a Hicroteachin

context.

.

llembers o, the class are role-played sy others

participatin: in the trainirK, pro ,rani.

he class size is limitad to lietueen

:ive and ten students, and the duration of the lesson is restricted to five
or ten minutes.

T:.e skills to be practiced dre prescried by ti.-e consultant,

and are de2ined ih terms o: frequency and duration of speci:ic Interaction

Analysis cate,ories or catezory sequences.

10-

Data Collection and 7eedback.

In effect, the nature of the feedback

and the way in which it is given is the most sir-,nificant feature of the
model.

:Four types of feedback are available to the supervisor:

data

expressedin a category system, videotape or aUdiotape recordin ,
'tions of the students, and perceptions of the supervisor.

The effectiveness

of the session in which the four types of feedback are presented to the
teacher is dependent upon the skill of 'the supervisor.

The use of a category system such as Interaction An lysis is particularly
appropriate for purposes of gathering precise and relatively objective data
for use as immediate, quantitative feedback to the person attempting to
achieve or improve a particular teaching skill.

With Interaction Analysis

or a similar category system, the teacher can obtain immediate feedback of
the amount and kind of category used, and can tell whether or not he was

successful in any skill session which may be analyzed within the framework
of the particular category system.

The primary advantag,,_ o

approach is its potential for precision and objectivity.

this particular

Even when viewing,

a videotape record of a lesson, it is possible for a teacher to avoid
focusing on the precise behavior desired in a skill session.

i

(?or example,

people are often distracted or biased by mannerisms or physical characteristicsi.)

However, with a summary of specific data the teacher is able to

evaluate his achievement o° the,specific objecties of the skill session in
,

terms of the numbei and duration of instances of desired behaviors.

An

-05pande4 Interaction Analysis system is summarized in Table I (Amidon,

40: the end of a skill session, those members who have been playing
the parts of students may be given small sheets of paper on which they can

record their reactions to the teacher's behavior(

In each case, their

reactions should be relevant to the objectivesof the skill session.

In

01,

TABLE I

nourtED INTERACTION ANALYSIS CATEGORY SYSTEM

".=44**
TEACRcr, -.MLR

Accepts Feeling
2a.
2b.

Praises
Praises Usinl Public Criteria
2c. 'Praises Using Private Criteria
3.

Accepts Idea-Through:

a.
b.
c.

4.

Asks:

5.

Lectures

Description
Inference
Generalization

a.

Cognitive Memory Question
b. ,Convergent Question
c.
Divergent Question
,d. Evaluative Question

6.- Gives Direction'
la.
lb.
lc.

STUDENT TALK

IDa

Criticizes
Criticizes Using Public Criteria
Criticizes Using Private Criteria

B.

Pupil Response:

a.
b.
c.

DescripLion
Inference
Generalization

9.

Pupil Initiation:

a.
b.
c.

Description
Inference
Generalization

...
10; Silence
11.

Confusion

addition, they can write comments on their general feelings about the
particular lesson.

This provides the teacher with additional information

about the effect of his behavior on the class.
The third feedback device, the audiotape or videotape record, is
particularly useful because it presents theteacher with a complete and
objective, althoug71 undifferentiated; record of his behavior.

The

supervisor can focus attention on specific iitances of desired or undesired
beWavior, however, by stopping the tape at appropriate
points to discuss
the relevant behaviors with the teacher.
It is recommended that the supervisor be as descriptive
as possible,

refraining from comments suchas "We didn't do very well there:"

The

effect of negative evaluation may not be desirable, and in any event since
objective data is available, it seems unnecessary to provide criticism
and
negative comment.

The data collected by Interaction Analysis, in particular, can simply
be presented to the teacher in either summary matrix or basic data form
with the key tallies pinpointed.

The consultant may point out on the data

sheet in what ways the teacher's behavior either coincides or fails to

coincide with the objective of the skill session.

Again, it is one of the

strengths of the proposed model that it is unnecessary for the consultant
acting as supervisor to. make any value judgments of his.own.

Interaction

Analysis may be used to provide data on the basis of which the teacher can
evaluate his own teaching performance.
Practice.

Practice is one of the essential elements in any skill

development program.

In any textbook on applications of learning theory to

teaching, it is noted that students have to have adequate time to practice.

The microlesson itself provide: a controlled setting in which specific.
- 13 -

skills or teaching behax...)rs can be practice'L

ji,ii;ever, practice in a

microlesson is not the same as practice i:, the actual classroom situation.
'Most people would agree that there ..re'many conditions present in the

so-called real classroom which do not exist in the microclassroom or in
the student teaching class; so that while the skill development program
which has been outlined here is designed to develop an increase in the
range as well as the depth of the teaching repertoire, it does not guarantee
the eventual transfer into the real classroom situation.

One solution which

CheModel described here suggests is the possibility of expanding thetotal
model and adapting it to use by Ehe teacher in,his own real class6m as
a follow-up to successful completion of skill'sessions.

Objectives can be

stated as a particular teaching style\ suited to a specific curriculum.

Thus, the teacher could'consider develo ing a rather complex set of objectives for` a science discovery lesson, a

ew mathematics lesson, or a
9'\

sociaistudies inquiry lesson.

Data colloction can be accomplished in a

way similar to that described here, that is'

the teacher can make the arrange-

ments to have his lesson put on tape, and thiS,:tape can be coded in

Interaction Analyis categories by another classroo
teacher himself.

observer or by the

the coded data can then be analyzed in

objectives which the teacher has established.

rms of the

Thus, the teacher ryives

himself feedback about the extent to which he has accomplished the objectives for each recorded Lesson.

After he has analyzed. his lesson, he

should identify the discrepancies which exist between1-hp-objectives he
has proposed and the actual behavior which he has produced in the classroom.
When discrepancies are isolated, he will want to practice the specific
teaching skills in questionn.

Thus the evaluation of "teachinz: erfectivencos"

can be continued by the individual t4acher, with the teacher. himself
14 -

setting his own goals and constantly rc-evaluating the extent to which he
is achieving his goals in the classroom.

Suggested Skill Sessions

Obviously, there are a large number of specific teaching behaviors
that could be practiced.

For practical purposes, we have included only

a few as examples of patterns that seem to repregent some of the more
important teaching behaviors but which rarely occur in typical classrooms.
Included in each suggested skill session are the Interaction Analysis
or modified Interaction Analysis system category numbers vhich can be

4
used to identify inseances of the desired behavior.

Instances of other

behaviors are coded according to the basic Interaction Analysis system
categories.

A skill session should ;)e practiced by the person playing the

role of teacher until the relevant skill has been perfected, and then the
person can move on to a new skill.-1.

Orientation Practice.

The purpose of this lesson is to help

teache-rs learn how to prepare their students for a subsequent activity.

Three types of orienting statements are suggested, apd they are all coded
within Category 5 of the Interaction Analysis system.

Category f.a

designates orienting statements which provide cognitive structure for the
task by giving the students an overview of the assignment; 5b is used for
statements which focus the students by specifying what perforMance will be
required of them; and 5c refers to statements such as analogies or other
models which are designed to aid the student in his performance of the
task.

Following the initial orientation, the teacher asks a question such

as, "Are there any questions ?"

Then there may be a period of student

questions followed by teacher acceptance of the question and then further
elaboration and orientation.

The skill practice session ends with the
- 15
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teacher's specific directions about what the children are to do.

In this

session, it is, important for the student playing the role of teacher to

try to make his orientation as clear as possible and free of any

repetition not specifically designed to make the point clear.
2.

Acceptance of Student Feeling.

Skill in accepting student feeling

is evidenced by two or more Category l's recorded In
sequen..:e.

In this

particular skill situation, it is necessary to haize student expression of
feeling'iri order that the teacher may practice accepting the feeling.

Therefore, it is necessary to provide roles for the students which allow
for some expression of feeling.

Acceptance of student feeling by the teacher

may be of several different kinds.
a.

The teacher can simply-say,

b.

The teacher can reflect, summarize, or paraphrase the student's

understandhow-youfeel," or the

like.

expression of feeling, in statements suck as "...

.

so the problem is too

hard for you, Johnny, and it's makihg you very frustrated."
c.

The teacher may use a word which defines the student's feeling,

as in the following examples:
excited today."

"I see we're very depressed."

annoyed with that suggestion.
d.

"You seem pretty excited."

"I see we're

"Everybody appears rather

I guess you're angry."

The teacher may attempt to relate the student's feeling, to a

general feeling that people have, or perhaps to the teacher's own feeling.
Samples of this type of statement are:

"Generally, people do tend to get

upset when they try and try to do something'and are continually blocked
in their accomplishment," or, "Sometimes I get rather upset myself when
I'm frustrated in this way."
Acceptahce,of student feeling is a skill that's apparently difficult

for'teachers to develop, since in normal classroom interaction very few
instances of this behavior are observed.
3.

Providing the Criteria for Evaluating the Students' Statements as

Appropriate-or Good,

This skill'session is.desisned to give teachers an

opportunity to practice praising student contribution only when they can
provide criteria for evaluating the contribution along with the praise
itself.

Marie Hushes has discussed advantages of presenting public criteria

for students as against other kinds of criteria that, a teacher might use.

We can define public criteria as reasons which the student can understand
fore why his thinking or his answer was good.

Such statements as:

"The

answer is correct because you remembered to invert the divisor," and
"The organization you, used in your group, Johnny, was good because you

gave everybody an opportunity to present his repOrt," are examples of
praise with publiC criterion.

They can be contrasted with a statement such

as "I like your group's organization, Johnny."

Given this type of praise,

the student may-or may not know why the teacher likes what he has done.
There is some support for the notion that by providing children with these
types of criteria for praise statements children are made more independent
of the teacher and may be better able to work-effectively on the learning
task without constant reinforcement from the teacher or other authority
figure.

In this skill session, the person role-playing the teacher is

asked to produce praiie statements following student answers which include
a minimum of two Category 2's in sequence.

The assumption here is that

a minimum of five or six seconds are required for giving both praise and
criteria for it.

The fole player therefore practices giving only praise

statements which are of this length and Which include the public criteria.
When the classroom interaction is coded, separate subdivisions of
- 17 -

Category 2 of the basic Interace_on Analysis system are used for repetitive
praise (2a), praise which utilized public criteria (2b), and praise which
utilized private criteria (20'; see Table I.
categories is contained in Amidon, 19....

Further elaboration of these

This skill session is another

particularly appropriate one to concentrate on, since observations of

typical classrooms indicate bat extended praise statements, giving public
criteria for evaluating th...1. student contribution occur relatively infrequently

in normal classroom interaction.
4.

Acceptance of Student Ideas.

This skill session is similar to

Number 2, but it is designed to provide practice in rephrasing,

summarizing

or reflecting an idea or an opinion which has been expressed by a student.
Included in this skill session may also be practice of making summary
statements of ideas expressed by several students.

The criterion is

(as in the second skill session) duration of the behavior, evidenced by
two or more Category 3's recorded in sequence.

In this particular skill

session, it may be appropriate for the ten,;her to begin by summarizing as

accurately as possible what individual students, or groups of students,
have said.

One .of the important functions of learning this particular

skill is that it helps the teacher'to focus on what the student is saying
and therefore should improve communication between the students and the
teacher.

After the initial skill of simply reflecting what the'students

Save said is masliered, skill sessions may go beyond simple restatement

of what a student has said and emphasize actually using the student'p idea.
An example of /this might be a statement such aS, "Well, Johnny, you suggested
that we should withdraw from Vietnam.

Vietnam is a threat to wor d eace."
gone beyond simple

il

Apparently you feel that the war in
In this statement, the teacher has

t of what the child has said to making an
- 18 -

inference from 'what ,the child has stated.
5.

Asking questions.

The categories used here can\be modified,

depending' upon the situation'or the needs of the particular training
program.

However,'the basic model we are using for this skill session

is one developed by Aschner and Gallagher.

This skill session is divided

-.into four parts which are then combined into a fifth session.
a.

Cognitive Memory Questions.

The cognitive memory question is one

try which requires the. student to recall a particular fact or bit of information

which he has learned and has storedin his memory.
simply to ask only cognitive memory-questions.

The objective is

Generally speaking, this is

not difficult, and the person who is pia *ng the role of teacher in this
skill session will not find it difficult to produce this type of question.
It is interesting to notice, however, the types of student response following
cognitive memory questions; that is, it is interesting to note both the
type of thinking involved in the response and the length of the response.
b.

Convergent Questions.

The convergent question is one which requires

the student to use some information in a particular process and come out
with an answer.

In a convergent question, there are right answers.

For-

'

.

a first-grade child, for example, a question like, "If you take five
blocks out of your pile of 15 blocks, how many blocks will you have left

in the pile?" would be aconvergent question.

For a college student, -a

question such as "Compare the question categories developed by Aschner
and Gallagher with the categories for questions developed by Hilda Tauba"
would be suitable.
-

This would also be a convergent question, although it

is slightly different'from the first in that the student is required to
make a 'Comparison between two systems that he is familiar with.

Of course,

again, in this skill session the Student is to ask only convergent questions
- 19 -

in his lesson.

It is interesting also to . notice the type and length of

response which follows convergent questions.
c.

Divergent Questions.

is no right answer.

Divergent questions are those to which there

They may require judgments about what a situation

might have been like or will be like, or about what conditions would
prevail tinder certain other conditions, and soon.

This type of question

often asks a student to speculateor make predictions.

They typically

requirft the studeqt to make judgments, but not value judgments.

An example

of a divergent question might be, "What do you think the cities of the next
century will be like?"

"What kind of interpersonal relations do you think

Columbus maintained with his crew?"

or "What kinds of relationships do

you think Columbus might have develOped with the Indians if he had landed
in India instead of the Western hemisphere?" or "What do you think the
development of the cities in the United States would have been like if
colonization had taken glace from West to East, rather thanofram East
to West?"

These questions require pfediction, judgment, speculation; in

some cases the answers are certainly based upon factual information, but
a divergent question, in contrast to a convergent question, has no right
or wrong answer.
d.

Evaluative Questions.

Evaluative questions are questions in

which the student is being asked to determine the appropriateness or the
adequacy of an idea or opinion; that is, the student is actually being
asked to give his opinion. "Do you think it was a wise move to increase
the sales tax in the state of Pennsylvania?"
'get out of Vietnam?"

"Do you feel that we should

Questions such as these ask the student to_ determine

whether an idea is good or bad, appropriate or inappropriate.

In.this

skill session, the student playing the role of teacher is expected to

-20-

ask only questions categorized as evaluative.
e.

Combination Question-Asking Practice.

the four .previous sessions.

This is a.combination of

The person playing the role of the teacher

may be asked, for example, to ask a cognitive memory question, then a
convergent question, followed by a divergent question, followed by an evaluative question.

This is the most difficult of the four session; and

therefore satisfactory dompletion of the previous four should be considered
prerequisite to using this particular skill session.
When this skill is being.practiced,.each type of question is recorded
as a subdivision of Category 4 in the Interaction Analysis system.

Thus,

cqgnitive memory questions are coded as 4a, convergent questions as 4b,
divergent questions as 4c? and evaluative questions as 4d.
6,

Giving Criticismmith Public Criteria.

This session is similar

to the one designed for practice in giving positive evaluation with public
criteria, except that in this session the person playing the role of the
teacher is !,sked to include a public criterion'when he tells a student that

his behavior is inappropriate or that his hnsWer is wrong.

When this skill

is being practiced, Category 7 is modified so that the use of criticism
WITh public criteria is labeled Ili, and the use of criticism with private
S.

criteria is labeled 7c.
-

General Considerations in Using the Model
In using the proposed model, we have found that there are a number of
considerations relevant to its effectiveness.

The following seem particu-

larly noteworthy.
1.

This model cannot be used unless. teachers are first trained in

Interaction Analysis, so that they are able to understand and interpret

- 21-

data representing teaching patterns they are attempting to develop.

While

Interaction Analysis is relatively simple to learn, other systems, though
more complex, 'are also useful within this model, as are modifications of
the basic Interaction Analysis category system.

For example, categories

such as divergent and convergent questions, public and private criteria
for evaluating student behaviors, and levels of student thinking could be
included in the basic Interaction Analysis system (Amidon, 1955).

Table I

suggests one modification that seems to be particularly appropriate.

The

time involved in training teachers according to the SKIT model is likely
to be greater) then, than was required for earlier programs in basic
Interaction Analysis or in Microteaching.
2.

A second problem is the motivation of the teacher attempting to

improve hi's teaching skill.

To analyze his own teaching and work, intensively

on specific teaching behaviors requires a good deal of commitment on the
part of the teacher.

When a teacher, student teacher, or teaching

internALs involved in a program in whizh his participation in the skill
development sessions we have described is required by a_school district
or by a teacher training institution, motivation is to some extent built
into the structure.of the program.

A teacher may participate because he

wants a particular grade in the course, of because he is being paid by
his school district to improve; or he may be working in a program with
other teachers on a strictly voluntary basis.

In any event, he may have

support from other teachers and administrators under these circumstances.
Moreover, the difficulties encountered in trying Pout a given skill may not

be unique individual problems; they may be shared with others and\discussed
so that the teachers receive reinforcement and support where needed.
the other hand, when a teacher is working by himself in attempting to
- 22 -

r

On

develop and refine teaching skills in the day-to-day classroom situation,
discouragement and low morale may develop.
3.

Skill training in this type of modular program may be thought of

as artificial.

A number of people have suggested that any kind of skill

development program which attempts to ignore conditions present in the
real classroom situation has a kind of unreality about it.

This may-in

fact be the price that one has to pay when he participates in a program
which attempts to isolate teaching skills as specific behaviors that can
be practiced and integrated into a total teaching style.
4.

The model described here is often alleged to inhibit creativity

or free expression in teaching behavior.
by many as a real danger.

To some extent this is regarded

For example, in developing the use of appropriate

listening behavior through reflection or summary of what the other person
has said, does one totally extinguish from his repertoire other desirable
behaviors, such as spontaneous insight, excitement, or enthusiasm?

This is

a question often raised, and a danger that should certainly be clarified
In effect, the

for those who attempt to use the model suggested here.

training indicated by such a model has as an objective the freeing_cf
participants from stereotypic reactions to the classroom interaction.

If

a person going through such training finds himself stuck in the rut of
repeating such phrases as, "I guess you're saying ;
how you feel

.

.

very interesting
not been achieved.

" "You may be suggesting, then,
.

.

.

" "I understand

.

.

.

." or "That's

" then the goals of the training haye certainly

Training under the proposed model should produce

behaviors that are the antithesis of those just described.
5.

In the actual use of this procedure, the various steps are not

always as clear-cut as they might appear to be on paper.

-23 -

In the training

which must proceed the formal use of the skill training model, elements of
the model may be utilized in a less systematic manner.

For example, teachers

may role-play certain Interaction Analysis categories es an aid to learning
the categories.

They will receive feedbazk about how effectively they have

used-the behavior corresponding-to the category number.

They will also

receive practice in collecting data with the Interaction Analysis system.
Sinze Interaction Analysis forms a basis bOth for the sail training and
the feedriack, effective application of the model depends upon this initial

training program.

In all areas of applied social.science, models that

seem to be useful on paper fail in practice.

An essential Ingredient in

the development of training programs based upon the, proposed model which

cannot be included in the model as outlined here is the skill of the
consultant who acts as supervisor to the program.
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